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A picture book written in rhyme by the eminent geriatrician few Drs. Covering the spectrum of
physical and mental activity, interpersonal and spiritual engagement, good nutrition and healthy
behaviors, it really is sure to inspire to action, and change adults of all age range. Harrison and
Patricia Bloom, and illustrated by award-winning cartoonist Isabella Bannerman, it summarizes
within an engaging and entertaining way, and includes advice to maximize one's potential for
achieving successful aging.
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Many of us who noticed our parents decline understand how essential this message is normally
and we need to help one another through the aging process. Smart, Witty and Wonderful! A fun,
fact filled, five minute go through for Boomers and Millennials This light-hearted, evidenced
based picture book gives us Boomers 23 of the greatest tips on how to stay healthy, live longer
and successfully age. We noticed this great reserve in the waiting areas of our doctor and
physical therapist. Great illustrations and medical content to remind oneself how essential
different forms of movement, diet, socialization, and having house animals, among other
illustrations, are important in keeping one's mind and body fit. A light -hearted read about a
serious subject The Drs Bloom write a funny book in regards to a serious subject.. Ten thousand
SENIORS are turning 65 every day and they all could use this book! Upbeat, humorous and
stellar suggestions from the physician Blooms! Every Millennial who would like to enjoy his /
her parents and grandparents because they grow older and stay healthy should gift it to them.
Every health plan, health system and HMO should send a copy with their middle aged and older
patients to maintain or improve their standard of living.Fredrick T. Sherman MD, MSc The basic
premise of the book, that the elderly . Ideal for your waiting space to have patients read or to
give to your parents or grandparents.. Being a piano and tone of voice teacher, I especially love
the piano and singing reference on pg. Regrettably, the epidemic of weight problems tells us
that it does need to be reinforced. The elderly are particularly susceptible to the toll of inactivity.
Written in engaging and quotable verse, this basic seeming reserve is soundly located in the
science of healthful and successful aging. 10 "notes will return, just start again". Buy This
Publication and Place Prominently in Guest Room This would be an ideal gift for someone you
understand that must incorporate physical and mental activity to their daily routines. Or, you can
leave this reserve in your guest bedroom or bathroom for whenever your older family members
come to visit. The basic premise of this book, that older people reap the benefits of activity,
seems so obvious that it should not need to be stated. Compiled by two renowned geriatricians,
and engagingly illustrated by an award winning, nationally syndicated cartoonist, this reserve is
just what the physician purchased for seniors who require a little "remindering" to go after a
wholesome life style. That is a book that should be in the waiting . Only one book u have to read
abt aging Very Light n extremely readable but comprehensive guide.. That is a book that needs
to be in the waiting room of each doctor's office world wide. Maybe when you get older you
become struggling to in fact read? It's an agreeable reminder for the elderly to be active. Ideally
it will inspire those who need it. It's also shows a part of modern medicine that is often
overlooked as opposed to more and more reliance on prescription medications. The Doctors
Bloom should be congratulated on a very innovative method of help visitors to help themselves.
Wonderful tips to healthy aging explained in a humorous way Wonderful tips to healthy ageing
explained in a humorous way! Provide it for gifts, go through it to your grandchildren and stick to
this excellent advice. It's an excellent gift for close friends.Enjoying your aging body Excellent
sweet and witty approach to coaching the elderly about Staying fit and healthy. I highly
recommend this book. Missing content and intelligence This is a book for old people written like
it's for children. It'll probably eventually be translated into Chinese. Workout. It provides one
message. We dun need to get old n boring n sickly! By Judy Dannes I could imagine Dr. I'm sorry
but it's insipid and insulting. Seuss writing such wisdom about aging! A fun read with a lot of
useful insights into how to feel better and enjoy life more. "GET RIGHT UP And Move Your A**"
is on top of my list for offering this year! read this to your grandchildren and stick to this
excellent advice. I strongly recommend everyone to read this n do get one for your ageing
friends/relatives. As a Boomer and grandmother who tries my best to maintain an active life

style, it inspires me to stay fit mentally and physically. It may be a life-saver! AN EXCELLENT
Book on Successful Aging This is a delightful book on aging. It really is full of tips on how to
"get up and move," a phrase that many specialists use, but it is a lot harder to figure out how to
actually "do." The illustrations produced me smile, and the recommendations in the publication
were great. This reserve can be fun, but resonates with healthy advice.. Now i now what i should
do when i grow older :). It may be a life-saver Everybody over 50 must have a duplicate. That's it.
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